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Abstract 

Techniques and frameworks for portraying and overseeing plots of land is given. Data identified 

with rise, soil conductivity, crop yield, and cultivator history is sorted out into profiles to produce 

an administration zone profile. The administration zone profile isolates the plot of land into 

agronomy zones having inferable qualities identified with the height, soil conductivity, crop 

yield, and producer history data. The administration zone profile is used to make a variable 

solution of things, for example, compost, seed and pesticides, to be connected to the plot of land. 
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Introduction 

As the interest on the nourishment supply increments and the all out practical farmland 

diminishes, techniques and frameworks are required that boost harvest yields[1]. Greatest harvest 

yields bring about expanded creation of rural items and more worth per section of land of land. 

Be that as it may, the exertion in boosting harvest yields is troublesome, tedious, and expensive 

on the grounds that the qualities of farmland shift from section of land to section of land[2] [3]. 

This fluctuation is because of components, for example, the states of the dirt and geology[4]. 

Further, a field may incorporate noteworthy section of land to-section of land varieties in 

supplements, nature of harvest created, and eventually yield. It is attractive to create framework 

and strategies that oversee farmland to expand harvest yields, boost yield per section of land of 

land, and diminish expenses related with overseeing and evaluating the harvest yield potential for 

a field[5]. 

Methodology 

A technique for dealing with a plot of land, the strategy including the means of:  
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a) Obtaining a height profile for the plot of land; b) Acquiring a dirt conductivity profile for the 

plot of land; c) Acquiring a yield potential for the plot of land; d) Using the height profile, the 

dirt conductivity profile, and the yield potential to create an administration zone profile;  wherein 

the administration zone profile is separated into at least two agronomy zones; and f) Acquiring at 

any rate one soil test from every one of at least two agronomy zones. 

Strategy containing the progression of using data to create an administration zone profile, the 

data involving: a) a height profile for the plot of land; b) a dirt conductivity profile for the plot of 

land; c) a yield potential for the plot of land; d) isolating the administration zone profile into at 

least two agronomy zones; and e) acquiring in any event one soil test from every one of at least 

two agronomy zones. 

Result & Conclusion 

This method provides a system to oversee farmland to build harvest yields, boost yield per 

section of land of land, and diminish expenses related with overseeing and surveying the yield 

potential for a field. 
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